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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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v3.0.31 (01/15/2020)

Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-

user productivity throughout TrackIt.

Driver Goal thresholds now calculated

by day

(TX-

2109)

Thresholds forDriver Goals are now set to allow amaximumamount of

Infractions per day. Previously,Max Infractions could be set to allow an

amount per mile, engine hour, schedule, and time card. Now, driver infractions

will be set against a 24 hour time threshold, measured frommidnight to

midnight. With this change, theDriver Performance reports will now report

driver infractionsmore accurately and will be easier to interpret.
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Return Destination card updates with

new location

(TX-

2226)

TrackIt now updates theReturning Navigation card in TrackIt Android with a
new address if the location is altered. Previously, the card would not update for

latitude and longitude changes.
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Time window for calculating errors in

Batch Slump report

(NFS-

1175)

For COMMANDassurance users, there is now a fiveminute time limit for a valid

slump reading to be obtained after the FullyMixed status. Any slump readings

obtained after the fiveminute limit will not be accepted and displayed on the

Batch Slump report. Instead, theDriver Error icon will be displayed for the
slump in theBatched / Fully Mixed column.

In some cases previously, drivers would not slow down their drum until right

before they left the yard. While the drumwas at high RPMs, the driver could add

water or other materials to change the slump fromwhat was initially batched. If

this occurred, TrackIt and COMMANDassurance logic used the slump value

obtained once the driver lowered the drumRPMs, but this slump value would

not accurately reflect the actual batched slump value. The new time limit is

intended tomore accurately show when drivers alter the intended batched

slump.

Improved logic for the Driver Error icon

on the Batch Slump report

(NFS-

1210)

COMMANDassurance has been updated to show error icons only after a

vehicle changes to a different status. If no slump reading is available at that

point, theBatch Slump report will display the error icon. This enhancement is
intended to increase the accuracy of the Batch Slump report. Previously, error

iconswould display on the report before the driver had the opportunity to slow

down the drum and get a slump reading.
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External Job IDs prevent ticket cross-

over

(NFS-

1212)

COMMANDassurance logic has been enhanced to populate a ticket's External

Job ID with a concatenated string consisting of the Job #,Customer Code,
and Date. This unique ID will only be inserted when no other ID is present and

prevents COMMANDassurance from overriding displayed ticket information.

Ticket override would occur when the Job Number on a current ticket was the

same as the Job Number on a previous ticket. However, this only happened

when the dispatch system sending the ticket supplied no External Job ID.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a

more fluid and productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Inaccurately displayed

error on Batch Slump

report

(NFS-1208)

Corrected behavior:

TheBatch Slump report and Load Properties report have been changed to
show a slump value when the load volume is below 2 yards and above the

minimum volume of 17 percent of the fully loaded volume.

Previous behavior:

The Batch Slump report would sometimes display an error icon if the load was

below 2 yards and above theminimum volume for obtaining a slump value.

When this occurred, the Load Properties report would also not display the slump

value.
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